Corporate Sponsorship Proposal

Why Choose Dads That Cook?

•
•
•
•

Market – The past decade reality TV was the backbone of networks programming (low production,
writer, and actor costs). The 2007–2008 TV season had five times more reality shows during
primetime than in 2002–2003.
Positioning – As cooking shows soar Dads That Cook (DTC)is poised for media outlets such as the
Food Network, the Cooking Channel, HGTV, and Bravo.
Opportunity – Once responsible for bringing home the bacon, dads are now cooking it for breakfast.
According to Kraft, 96% of American dads cook for themselves or others every week. There is no
televised cooking show like Dads That Cook!
Introducing – Splash Digital Media, LLC presents Dads That Cook (DTC). Hosted by Jason Glover,
a modern Dad, family chef extraordinaire, and comedian.

Why Choose Dads That Cook?
Why Target PBS?
•
•
•
•
•
•

PBS is the elite broadcast solution for cooking
shows on TV.
The PBS audience is more financially stable and
devoted to PBS.
Shows like Yan Can Cook, Julia Child , Frugal
Gourmet, Jacques Pepin, and Martha Bakes that
have stood the test of time.
PBS reaches 120 million people through television
and over 29 million people online each month.
PBS maintains high standards and quality – both
very important to Splash Digital Media, LLC.
PBS cooking shows focus both on the educational
and entertainment aspects of cooking.

The Show!

Splash Digital Media, LLC (also referred to as “the Company”) is a television production company
proud to introduce an original cooking show - Dads That Cook (DTC). Hosted by Jason Glover, a
modern Dad, family chef extraordinaire, and comedian, DTC features fathers from around the
United States demonstrating their unique culinary creations, putting the spotlight on the everyday
family - specifically the role of the modern Dad in and out of the kitchen. Each episode starts by
profiling the Dad and the specific challenges he and his family face. Once the heartfelt connection is
established, the fun commences in the kitchen with cooking meals, discussing recipes and cooking
techniques, and educating viewers about family meal planning and nutrition. The intention – inspire
Dads and incite conversations around family meals and cooking. Splash Digital Media shot its pilot
episode of DTC in April 2013 in advance of meetings with network executives.

The Sponsorship Opportunity
Statistics








TV viewers worldwide would watch 140 billion more hours of television
40 million new viewers would watch TV
TV shows would be the most popular conversation topic around the world
TV shows would be the subject of more than one billion tweets on Twitter
Aggregate television viewing would reach 4.49 trillion hours
The global TV audience would grow by 40 million to hit 3.7 billion viewers
In 2012, the TV production industry is expected to generate $32.6 billion in revenue, with
average annual growth of 4% from 2012 to 2017, according to market research firm
IBISWorld.
 According to market research firm Nielsen, reality shows among the top 10 TV shows in
2007 were watched by about 77% of American viewers.
 Despite the recession, the $5.98 billion reality TV production industry in the U.S. managed
to continue growth from 2007 to 2012, with margins growing from 46% to 48% of industry
revenue over the five years.
 Even brighter days are ahead. IBISWorld predicts “Driven by higher TV broadcasting
studios’ budgets (resulting from higher ad revenue) and online and portable reality TV
content, industry revenue is forecast to rise at an average annual rate of 2.8% to $6.9 billion
over the five years to 2017.” The industry is expected to see strong revenue growth of 3.5%
in 2014 in particular.
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The Sponsorship Opportunity
Sponsorship Overview
Splash Digital Media, LLC’s broadcast distributor, American Public Television, has just approved the sponsorship
structure for the Dads That Cook 13 part series. TV broadcast spots (each have a three-year term), pre-roll underwriting
spots or non-linear overlays for web videos, a section devoted to the sponsoring company on DadsThatCook.com,
sponsoring company logo featured on events & collateral materials Also, there is an Online Sponsorship package available
for a one-year term.

Inaugural Sponsor
Dads That Cook inaugural sponsor will receive special benefits that will be determined based on the sponsor’s specific
goals.

Sponsor Packages:
One Exclusive Sponsorship – $1,000,000
Two Premier Sponsorships – $500,000
Four Esquire Sponsorships – 250,000
Unlimited Online Sponsorships – $50,000
All Described in detail in the following pages.

The Food

Why We Do It

Why We Really Do It!!

